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Transfer of de la Sala de Gemanas estate by Petrus Johannes Pallas to Jacobus Cerda 
 
  <1> Be it generally known that I, Petrus Johannes Pallas, woollen miller1, originating from the 
district of  St.-Petrus de Peratica, Diocese of Vich united in extension with the district of de Tirrillis, 
praying in  penitence and in the certain knowledge that the days of the flesh will very shortly expire,  
which  was ?appraised? <2> eleven ?stated previously? and written below,  for the month of 
February for four years at first and  [my] continuing life2  I sell with rent to you Jacobus Serda of 
the parish of St Columba de  Sintillis formerly3 called de Vineolis, Diocese of Vich, and to whom 
you wish for the said duration  of the period, usufruct4, admission, <3> use and habitation, and also 
right of use and abandonment , harvesting and receipt of revenue of  that house and estate 
commonly called de la Sala de Gemanas with all and each of the lands , its  honours and 
possessions, including fields planted with vines, cultivated and uncultivated, and also  in mountains 
<4> and in plains, forests, woods, meadows, pastures, waterways, channels, woodcutting5 and other  
honours and possessions both integral and pertaining to the estate and to rpm estate of whatever  
kind which are certainly in the estate [which] I by rightful and lawful title have and possess in the  
parish of St Colombe  <5> de Sintillis according as stand in the said estate with each and all lands, 
with honours and  possessions of the same is terminated and finished.  And I hold by means of a 
candle6 which  continually burns in the chapel of the Blessed Maria of the castle of Sintillis with its 
honour of  administration in that name and under the lordship and <6>  property of the same a 
candle to the value of twenty  and one pair of good and  acceptable fowls7 each year as often as 
?offered? at the feast of the Nativity of the Lord,  which rent  you the said Jacobus Serda are to 
continue for the duration of the said time you have and will hold,   to pay each year his  at its end 
<7> to  the administrator of the said chapel with a candle above the payment written below,  
without loss   and offering by me or mine.  And from a transaction of this type of sale with leasing 
on rent  I give,  yield and commit, furthermore transfer to you and to whom you will for the said 
period all rights  and all <8> mixed real and personal actions serviceable and direct, ordinary and 
extraordinary and others  which are within my competence and properly belonging to8 theduties and 
obligations aforesaid to  all which I sell you and against natural persons whomsoever , goods and 
matters of argument and  pretext  <9>  of the  same which rights and arrangements mentioned 
above are to be possessed by you and those  you wish for the said time ----  and to be undertaken 

                                                
1Literally "preparer of woollen cloth",  possibly equates to mediaeval English term "clothier" 
2 Venturus – literally “for my last breath” 
3 Or “at times” 
4 Right of use of the produce without ownership of a property 
5Catalan legal practice was to specify types of land use in detail.  The Usatges [12th Century basic legal code]  refers to 
'flowing water and fresh water springs, , meadows and pastures, forests, coppices, and crags' 
6 Or “lamp” 
7A form of symbolic rent to accompany the money  See CERDA  N 29  1478 Note 6 
8 Competencia et competentes competereque -  formula playing on variant meanings of root word 
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and exercised, namely responding, defending,    releasing, declaring and replying, and doing all 
other things in jurisdiction and beyond jurisdiction  whatsoever and which in full measure <10> I  
make authority before the conclusion of the sale with leasing on rent  in ?saying? and  arrangement 
of the transfer and possession ---- and namely afterwards whatsoever.  I truly  make 
and constitute you and those you nominate for the duration of the period of said lordship and  
management in matters of your <11> property to be realizing thenceforward your pleasure and 
wishes without obstacle, contradiction and  impediment by me and mine and otherwise in court or 
personally.  You give and acquit to me for  the true price aforesaid that which I sell to you with  rent 
and,  and I acknowledge to you to have had  and to have received, <12> six florenos rent to the 
value of sixty six  Barcelona money.  And therefore renouncing ?subsequent? exceptions not to be 
numbered not to be had and not to be received the aforesaid price  not to have been had and not to 
have been received, and of the law  which remedies deception  beyond equitable division of the 
price and  <13> fraudulently and  actions in fact of all other rights of this opposition..  I give and 
yield to you  inasmuch aforesaid which I sell with leasing on rent allowed in very many forms 
which they will  allow without form by the price stated above.  In ---- I commend and permit for the 
said period of  four years duration<14> that I may not expel you from the said estate and lands,  
also the honours of the same by large and  small judgment9 without consideration of the price 
neither conditions of the sale, usufruct and  ?over----?,  nor other things because at any time? other 
judgments without reason which---- aforesaid  which I may make to sell to you with leasing on rent  
<15> you and those you will through all ?duration of? of the period of four years to have, to hold,   
and to possess in peace against all persons.  And with that I will be held by you and yours for the  
aforesaid duration of the period of four years from this oath and legal eviction and their legitimate  
prohibition of access and <16> from restitution of all loss,  discharge,  and damages 10 [50] solidi 
and more.  And I oblige  you and yours each and every one the aforesaid each and every fulfilment, 
and constantly attending,   holding,  and observing my goods,  moveable or immoveable,  wherever 
possessed and  <17> possessing.  And so as the aforesaid each and all may greatly possess the 
pledge, neither by force or  injury but if my own accord,  legally in my right mind,  through the 
Lord God and his Four Holy  Evangelists by my hands bodily11 to all and each to attend and 
accomplish the aforesaid agreement,  <18> to hold, and to observe and not in any way to do 
anything to the contrary12,  either to bring  in any  way a legal case  or even a claim..  To this I 
Jacobus Serda now speak, swearing, approving and  accepting the aforesaid.  I agree and promise 
you,  the said Petrus Johannes Pallas, to whom for the  said period of <19> four years duration  I 
will pay the said rent.  And furthermore, and those whose signatures will  have been placed below,  
and other lords who hold anything of the honour of the said estate. And  furthermore at the said 
timeto restore the said estate and also its honours and possessions.  In  nothing by my fault <20> 
will I make worse,  with any delay and exception and besides all loss of capital and interest by  you 
                                                
9Ratio  -  could mean argument, computation 
10 Interesse -  1. Damages for annulment of contract; 2. Interest on capital 
11 Probably means swearing on a copy of the Gospels 
12 Contrafacere - alternative translation “to counterfeit, forge” 
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and yours.  And for the completing,  and engaging,  I oblige you and yours that all and singular  of 
my goods moveable and immoveable possessed and possessing.  And so that the aforesaid <21>  
may greatly possess the pledge, neither by force or injury, but of my own accord legally in my right  
mind through the Lord God and his four holy Evangelists, by my hands bodily the aforesaid 
agreement to all and singular,  to engage and fulfil,  and in nothing to do anything to the contrary 
<22> nor in any way to bring a legal case or even a claim. This therefore which is said above we 
accomplish, contract, proclaim and promise.  We the said parties on both sides say and promise to  
others and ourselves individually and jointly the note below <23> written to the effect that publicly 
in person on both our parts and certainly through other persons,    each and all who has or had an 
interest, taking and contracting, lawsuits, legitimate stipulation. And  it is the wish of us the 
aforesaid contractors occurring in this manner to the lord public <24> legal confirmation which 
each and both of us make to each other through the inscriptions written below.  This  is done in the 
place of St Columbe de Sintillas, formerly called de Vineolis, the Twenty third day of  February in 
the year of Our Lord One Thousand Four Hundred and  <25> Eighty three  Si  +  gnature of Petrus 
Johannes Pallas and of Jacobus Serda aforesaid.  Which both  of  us say and promise this transfer 
sworn and legalized 
 
 
<26> Witnesses to these things are the illustrious Martinianus Torrent priest, rector of the parish 
of St Peter Bartino, Diocese of Vich, Franciscus Colobrans and Johannes Coromines of St. 
Columba de Sintillis 
 
     

 
 
<27>   Signature of Ludovicus Sorba13 by royal authority 
notary public of  Barcelona who wrote and closed 
this.With insertions in lines /./m/./ and /./. 
 

 
<28> Let all know that I, Petrus Johannes Pallas, woollen miller,  originating from the district of St 
Peter  de Perasyta, Diocese of Vich promising with prayer in the place de Tenerillis. I acknowledge 
in  penitence and recognize you, Jacobus Serda of the parish of St Columbe de<29> Sintillis 
formerly called de Vineolis,  that which you gave, passed on, and released to me voluntarily  and 
accounted  by me, all those six florenos good currency to the value of sixty six  Barcelona  money 
for which with purchase price of which also with the receipt through the inscription this day<30>  
and written below.  I sell to you to the period of four years from the day of the Incarnation  next 

                                                
13 See PUJADES N 5  1566 for a variant signature 
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falling and theneforward reckoning of usufruct, incoming, use and habitation and utilization  and 
harvesting and fruits and revenue of that<31> house with the estate commonly called de la Sala de 
Germanas,  with all and each of the lands,  honours and possessions belonging to it, which I hold 
and possess in the said parish of St  Columbe  de Sintillis in the contract of the said sale of the rural 
plot and house designated, to which I  refer. And therefore<32> I renounce exceptions ---- not to 
account, not to hold,  and not to receive and wrong in testimony,  I  give to you in person a receipt 
of release. This is done in the place of St Columbe de Sintillas  formerly called de Vineolis the 
twenty third of February<33>  in the year of the Nativity of Our Lord One Thousand Four Hundred 
and Eighty Three.  Si     +     gnature  of Petrus Johannnes Pallas who asserts this, approves and 
swears 
 
<34> Witnesses to these things are the illustrious Martinianus Torrent, priest, Rector of the church 
of St Peter de Bartino, Diocese of Vich, Franciscus Colobrans and Johannes Coromines of the place 
St Columbe de Sintillis 
 

 
************** 

PLACENAMES 
 None of the place-names can be identified.  SALA is discussed in the Introduction. 
 

<35> Signature  of Ludovicus Sorba by Royal authority notary public 
of Barcelona who wrote and ?sealed? this 
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Transfer of Ventalolla estate by Petrus Sarda, proprietor of Sala de Gemines, to Franciscus 
Ventallola, reserving the rights of the Church 

 <1> In the Name of God.  Let it be universally known That I, Petrus Sarda, farmer, of the 
parish of the church of Saint Colombe de Sintillis with de Vineolis, Diocese of Vich,  lord of the 
use and  hereditary proprietor of the estate of Sala de Gemines in the same parish,  praying and of 
my certain  knowledge <2>for me   and all my heirs and successors of sound mind,  present and 
future. For the good, namely  the   improvement, holding and possessing and in any other manner 
defending,  I establish and give  in emphitiosinus  ---- ---- Franciscus Ventalolla,  the lordship, use 
and hereditary proprietorship of  the estate of Ventalolla of the same <3> parish of which this 
existing lands and honours are as follows. All of that rental14 arable field land  containing in itself 
seed corn,  or rather thenceforward ---- ploughland --- --- --- ----.  Which I,  and  the lord of the use 
and proprietor of the estate of Sala,  which  <4> I hold and possess in the parish Saint Martin de 
Aquafrigida in the said diocese of Vich next to and  adjoining the royal road which runs from the 
City of Vich towards Barcelona.  And15 [which] is  bounded from the beginning  of the aforesaid 
royal road to the south16,  in your honour of the said  Ventallola from the west.  In the river 
majoririane17 <5> which passes from here and follows extending as far as ?your? parts18 and is 
bounded from ??the  other?? part19.  In your other honour of the said Ventallola anything 
nevertheless torragay distu.acute aguafreda20 ---- ----  All those terrace lands, fields contiguous 
with the one above,  other  income in itself ?in law? <6> your quarter21 of seed corn ?that is, as it 
exists [at present]? What I have and possess in the said  parish of Saint Columbe described above 
waria22 in the place commonly called Suneralo Primo de Moyo.And they are bounded at the said 
three contiguous terraces of land From the east in the said waria thence crossing from the south  
<7> and west.  In your honour the said Ventallola and from the stream in your honour whatever  
nevertheless ---- ---- las Albaredes in the middle.  It is nevertheless true which terrace ---- the said -
- -- terrace depends on the ??park?? enclosure namely those which pass through it to the stream of 
the  cloth mills de Moyo and from la Abeya<8> Likewise, all that three rental self contained field 
land with your quarter of  seed corn or from  there in fact commonly called Larua de la Sala with 

                                                
14 Pena – possibly a term for land capable of being rented/leased, as distinct from ownership restricted to one 
person/body. 
15 Capitalisation in the translation  follows the original, where it appears often to introduce a new clause rather than a 
sentence.  
16A, ab  -  interchangeable forms of preposition with two meanings;  1.  away from  2.  at, in , on.  Ab arbitrarily 
transaltes in this document as first meaning,  a  as second. 
17 Possible name of the river, but could be adjective meaning “large, increasing”. 
18 Could  mean “property” 
19 Transcription of word for “your” uncertain. 
20 Transcription uncertain (faint).  Possible placenames – Aguafreda is certainly one. 
21 "Quarter" (quarteria)  could possibly be  rendered as "quota".  It all depends on the customary language and practices 
of 15th Century Catalonia 
22 Common  meadow protected by a ditch. 
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any trees of diverse species which I have  and possess in the said parish of St Columbe under the 
estate of Ventallola, and it is bounded from  the east  <9> to the south and the stream at the  
watercourse thence ritia and the farthest channels from the west in the  honour with the mountain 
slope land of your said Ventallola.  Likewise and your other rental  mountain slope land with 
?holding? seed corn in the middle of the quarter of corn23 or ----  commonly called la Rosa 
Costunta in the said parish of Saint Columbe and is bounded from  <10> east to the south and from 
the west in your said honours of Ventalolla, and to the stream in the  honour of the estate of Canes 
[?Tanes?] of the said parish.  Likewise four frontages, four arable  terrace lands which the frontages 
are mine,  and are the remainder of the said terraces of your said  Ventalolla seed corn among all in 
the midst of the quarter of corn  <11> ---- situated in the said parish of Saint Columbe more or less 
the aforesaid rental [land] called la Roia ---- in the place commonly called las Pedreus.  And all the 
said frontages of terraces are  bounded and one in the remaining ?lesser? terraces In your other 
honours of the said Ventallola  Likewise and one another frontages in the same terrace land <12> 
called lo Lanrar situated in the same parish more or less  the said four terraces continues in the  said 
?measures? of its seed corn or ---- which frontage is mine and the remainder of the said terraces  are 
to your said Ventallola.   And the said terrace frontage is bounded from one part in the  remainder 
of the said terraces and from  <13> other parts in other of your honours  Likewise all that rental 
hereditary land situated in sepe of the the said parish of Saint Columbe further ?occupied by? the 
estate of Ventallola as being pertaining  above the mills de Moyo In itself two quarters of seed corn 
or vorana ?stream?  commonly called   lo Pirix de Moyo  And <14> it is bounded in all respects in 
your said honour of Ventallola ?sloping? to the stones ?closed as  one? to an equal measure. All 
that rental land ?belonging to you? with ----unoccupied situated in  the  same parish of Saint 
Columbe more and as being the immediately above mentioned rental land  belonging and as being 
under that which <15> was more favourable,  with wood-producing plantations ?freely? producing, 
pertaining in  itself the estimated total of four quarters of seed corn or rather nira 
?ploughland?commonly called  la Roma de Parayo.  And it is bounded in all respects in your said 
honour of Ventallola.  All and  everything of the aforesaid honours and rental lands  <16> 
designated above belong to and are the property of the said estate of Sala.  And all the aforesaid  
honours and rental lands are held ---- and all the said estate of Sala in all and singular of other lands  
in its honours and possessions for the priory24 and the chapel of the Blessed Marie of the  Castle of  
Sintilllis and in the name of the Venerable Prior and Rector of  <17> the same and under the 
lordship and freehold of the same.    Nevertheless thehonours stated above  and the above rental 
lands are wholly to the said estate of Sala and its other lands, honours and  possessions ---- and --- 
of ---- ---- anywhere whatsoever perpetually on the feast of the Blessed  Maria in August twenty 
solidos and one pair of good and acceptable hens25  <18> And it belongs to and I may see to me the 

                                                
23Possibly means area of land sowed by a quarter of corn 
24 Prioratus  - the office of prior as distinct from the holder for the time being.  The later specified in the next phrase 
25See CERDA N29 1478 footnote 6 
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aforesaid, which I establish and grant in emphitiosinus  and concede to you the universal 
inheritance of Jacobus Sarda in the former ?patrimony? may  favourably in order that from my 
universal --enna ---- the same feast,  of my agreement which was  sworn and ordained in the church 
the parish of St Columbe and in the public scriptorium of  <19> the same the Fifth Day of March in 
the Year of the nativity of the Lord One Thousand Five Hundred  and Three.  To the said ---- 
Jacobus Sarda formerly the aforesaid ---- will belong to and view his  previous title which 
thenceforward from the petition of Joanne ---- formerly inhabitant of the  town of the church of 
Saint Columbe ---- in public instrument thenceforward intentionally in the  parish of the church of  
<20> Saint Columbe the Eleventh Day of July in the Year of the Nativity of the Lord One thousand 
Four Hundred and Eighty Nine and the illustrious Jacobinus  -asadimus,  priest,  Rector of the said  
church and parish of Saint Columbe de Vineolis,  and by authority of the Reverend Lord Bishop of  
Vich notary public of the same ---- <21> Moreover I  the aforesaid Petrus Sarda make the 
establishment and grant in emphitiosinus and  concession to you the said Franciscus Ventallola and 
yours,  also to those you wish in perpetuity, or  similar ----- and of yours aforesaid.  For the better --
-- ability and understanding to you and yours the  contract and good understanding.  Under the  
following <22> nevertheless,  the agreement sworn and drawn up26 as aforesaid,  the 
improvements,  and on the  other hand not to damage and which for the rent aforesaid and of all 
improvements which you and  yours will make there stated and discharged [by] you and yours of 
which to me and my successors  in these honours of which for the first occurrence of the feast of 
the nativity of the Lord ten   Barcelona  in instalments27 <23> notwithstanding ?for their reception? 
And ---- thence annually as stated or rather similarly of indefinite duration.  In rental assistance 
which I make to the said Priory with the Chapel of the  Blessed Marie of the Castle of Sintillis and 
its venerable priors in the name ?of the Lord? For the  whole of the said estate of Sala and the 
honours and possessions of the same in which ---- neither <24> to be discharged nor proclaimed of 
another  lord or lordship ?contrary to? the lordship of the priory  of the Chapel and by name of the 
venerable priors or rectors in the name of the same and their said   successors in the priory  It is 
permitted which to you and yours after thirty days from which in the  ?lordship? of the venerable 
prior and rector of the chapel of the Castle of Sintillis and <25> his successors there will have been 
done aforesaid which I establish to you and give and grant in  emphitiosinus and give assent to sell, 
to exchange or otherwise alienate to you or associates and of  yours.   Reserving nevertheless for 
ever ---- and of mine in ?and over? The aforesaid which I  establish to you and grant in 
emphitiosinus and consent to the said ten  rent. <26> And reserving truly for ever to the said priory 
and Chapel of the Blessed Marie of the Castle  of Sintillis and its venerable priors and 
rectors in the name of the same and their successors,   the right of lordship, oath and declaration 
thirty days of oath which with ----and also other universal rights  of lordship is able and obliged 
directly and in terms of the freehold to hold in his  <27> freehold free and unfettered in law and by 

                                                
26 Or “sworn” – transcription ambiguous. 
27 This and subsequent underlining added in different ink subsequent to original document. 
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consent.  For the true incoming aforesaid which I  establish to you and give and grant in 
emphitiosinus, you have given and have discharged  to me and  acknowledged by me to you,  to 
have had and to have received forty  Barcelona money.  And  therefore for that time ---- not to----  
<28> and the said incoming not to have and not to receive and act in malice in fact and in law 
which  fraudulent beyond partition28, supporting all which by other rights maintain this,  I give ---- 
and  remit to you and yours what is aforementioned which I establish to you,  and give in 
emphitiosinus  and grant they are formally validated or will be validated informally <29> and in the 
aforesaid incoming.  I agree to the above and promise to you and yours in good faith  what is 
aforementioned,  which I establish to you and give and grant in emphitiosinus,  with all  
improvements and augmentations which have been done there,  to you and yours and those you  
wish,  to have, hold and possess as proprietor in perpetual peace against  <30> all persons.   In 
respect of which I will be held by you and yours,  always from oath and legal  injunction29, 
legitimate and defensive, of the aforesaid,  and from restitution of all and each loss,  release, cost, 
and expense also damages30by anyone,  you and yours to be going to be made and to  be anticipated 
in any manner whatsoever for theabove  in judgement or beyond the <31> above by whom anyone 
forwarding losses,  costs,  or expense,  also damages is ?given? to you and  yours,   to them and 
theirs by plain and simple bare words to produce proof as required.  And for  which completion and 
engaging on oath,  holding and preservation,  I bind you and yours  that all  and each of my goods 
moveable and immove- <32> -able,  also money wherever lodged or held . ?Thus? this in person I 
the said Francisco Ventallola  the acquirer, who swears and approves, ratifies and confirms as well 
as accepts the above  aforesaidwhich you establish to me and give and concede in emphitiosinus, I 
consign and promise  in good faith to you  the aforementioned Petrus Serda  <33> --- and in 
anything else  not to ?retract? and which for rent aforesaid and all improvements which  are there of 
which I and mine ---- and release I and my successors in this,. to you and your  successors in this 
clearly at the first occurrence of the feast of the Nativity of the Lord ten Barcelona   and 
thenceforward annually, which aforesaid or singly  <34> ?ending? with other festivals ten  in 
instalments perpetually at them.  In the rental assistance  which you make to the priory and chapel 
of the Blessed Marie of the Castle de Sintillis and its  venerable priors and rectors in its name for 
the aforesaid,  which you will establish to me,  which  for the entire said estate of la Sala,  the lands 
honours <35> and possessions of the same.  And moreover I the said Franciscus Ventallola, 
although engaging in  person the establishment to be to me and my said heirs in many ways useful 
and necessary,  and you   the said Petrus Serda ---- to make to me ---- may wish but I give to you  --
-- the terrace land frontage  described below  <36> contiguous to your honours ---- ?Likewise? 
without perpetual breach, abandonment and failure31 .Freely and from certain knowledge for me 
and my heirs and successors whomsoever.  I give  and without stipulation of ?irrevocable? gift in 
                                                
28 Probably a technical legal phrase.   Dimidia – “partition” can mean “halving” 
29 Transcription of abbreviated word doubtful.  Possible alternative translation “initiation” 
30 Damages for annullment of contract. Alternative transaltion “interest on capital” 
31 Probably a legal formula. 
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single law/right, I grant to you the said Petrus  Serda and your heirs and successors in the said estate 
of la Sala and to whom you and yours <37>  wish in perpetuity.  All that frontage of that terrace 
land ?of? my frontage ?which? is mine and the  remainder of the same terrace is yours,  the said 
Serda and is next to and sufficiently close to the  house of the said estate of la Sala and is a 
?cornfield? of quarters of corn or ---- with all its rights  and appurtenences and with all types of 
?freely? producing trees <38>  And it is bounded in all respects in the honours of Sala aforesaid.  
And it is held,  sworn, and theentire estate of la Sala under the lordship and freehold of the said 
priory of the chapel of the  Castle of Sintillis and its venerable priors in the name of the same. 
Giving to you the power which  you will possess in perpetuity thenceforward,  to take bodily 
possession  <39> without exception and taking to retain as regards yourself, ceding and mandating 
to you,  all  appropriate actions due and suitable to me in the said frontages of the aforesaid terrace 
land,   Constituting you and yours in the same lordship and pronoratone in matters of your  
proprietorship ?to the Church? thenceforward your liberty to [execute] your wishes ---- by <40> 
this means,  I promise and transfer to you as aforesaid the frontage of the said terraces; for you and  
yours to have,  hold,  and possess in peace against all persons. Everything that is held by you from  
injunction32 and aforesaid  legitimate defences and ?from written deed? and further expenses and  
from all loss relating to the transfer and damages33 to you over whomsoever.  It is acknowledged 
<41> by you that I may require of you no other simple words to produce assent.  And for the 
aforesaid all  and each fulfilling and swearing,  engaging,  holding,  and observing,  I make you and 
yours all and  each liable  for my goods moveable and immoveable wherever situated or held.  And 
I Petrus Serda  <42> accept the above aforesaid donation from you the said Franciscus Ventallola.  
And that for the  aforesaid all and each may rejoice greatly,  to swear,  not by force or wrong but 
voluntarily,  we the  aforesaid abiding in the law in our right minds, for the Lord God and His Four  
Holy Evangelists  which on both sides our hands bodily touching <43> the said all and each of us, 
they who themselves are stated above and promise to engage and  accomplish, hold and observe 
and in no way to oppose, or to bring any other legal action or  injunction In short therefore,  all and 
each who in order that which is stated above ??is acted upon??  ---- -- <44> and we the said 
assembled promise on both sides for each and each other to assist likewise,  and the  undersigned 
notary,  that publicly---- and ?consistently? personally for us and for all other persons  who institute 
or in the future receive and ?parts of rent? legitimately validated.  And the deed of us  the said 
parties <45> is made in two public legal copies,  which you and we on both sides entrustthe 
undersigned notary.   Which is done in the town of St Columbe de Sintillis with de Vineolis 
Diocese of Vich the  Twentyfirst Day of January in the Year of the birth of the Lord One Thousand 
Five Hundred and  Fourteen.  Sig  +  nature  <46> of Petrus Serda establisher  Sig  +  nature of 
Franciscus Ventallola acquirer aforesaid.  To which we  swear, confirm and legalise.  Witnesses to 
these things are Joannes ---- and Joannes ?Aller?, tailor,  of the townof Saint Columbe de Sintillis 

                                                
32 See Note 15 
33 See Note 16 
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with de Vineolis  Io Johan pranyes prente harren<47>dador del priorat de sintelles ferm las roses 
dein..rdites ental forma econdicto que p temps blenenido velien retre lo dam...tdit mas de la Sala ---
- tal rais les de....tdites peres de texto harelesl. tomades aldit mas de la Sala en salvat diet entores -
--- aldit priorat34. 
 

 
 
<48>Signature of me Joannis Bado, priest, Vicar of the parish of the church of 
Saint Columbe de Sintillis with de Vineolis, Diocese of Vich, and by authority 
of  the Most Reverend Lord Bishop of Vich notary public of the same.  Who in 

this manner correctly now through me in public form <49>drew up of the lordship which was in 
compliance with the law swearing that the above was prepared and concluded ---- the said 
Francisco Ventallola acquirer aforesaid --Further in this public form assembled wrote and 
concluded at the request and perseverance of the said Petrus Serda the establisher aforesaid<50>on 
the XX Day of February in the Year of the Lord MDXIIII 
 
 

************** 
PLACENAMES 
 The estate of Ventallola <2> is represented on the map by l'Oller 371232, and Canes <10> 
retains its name at 371261.  La Abeya <7>  is the settlement south west of Aiguafreda on the 
opposite side of the river, the modern l'Abella 372240. The conventional sign above the name 
locates "historical/archaeological remains".  Las Pedreus <11> translates as "the stones" and 
probably describes a local landmark, as <14> refers to it in relation to a boundary.  The second 
word of the probable placename sequence torrogay distu.acute aguafreda <5> may possibly be 
connected with Puig Agut 393236. 
 
 

                                                
34Probably Catalan.  From similarity to the Latin the meaning is probably along the lines of  "I,Johan Pranyes, priest, 
[official] of the priory of Sintelles swear the above in the form stated [relating to the estate of de la Sala] according to 
the above text reserving the rights of the priory" 


